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Abstract:
As autonomous and semi-autonomous systems are developed for automotive, aviation, cyber,
robotics and other applications, the ability of human operators to effectively oversee and interact
with them when needed poses a significant challenge. Successful system autonomy will not function
fully independently, but will need to effectively partner with human operators. Many challenges for
successful human interaction with autonomous systems exist, however, indicating the need for a
new approach to the design of autonomous systems that will allow them to serve as effective
teammates. An automation conundrum exists in which the more automation is added to a system,
and the more reliable and robust that automation is, the less likely that human operators overseeing
the automation will be aware of critical information and able to take over manual control when
needed. Effective manned-autonomy teaming requires a high level of shared situation awareness
and situationally relevant levels of trust which underlie effective oversight, intervention and
coordination.
Autonomous systems must be designed to serve as a part of a collaborative team with human
operators. A model of human autonomy interaction, based on the past 40 years of research on
human-automation interaction shows key factors that will need to be considered to achieve
successful interaction with autonomous systems based on shared situation awareness between the
human and the system autonomy.
Past paradigms that created brittle automation, with limited capabilities and limited consideration of
human operators, will be replaced by an explicit focus on synergistic human-autonomy teams. This
new paradigm will directly support high levels of shared situation awareness between the human
operator and the autonomy, creating situationally relevant informed trust, ease of interaction and
control, and the manageable workload levels needed for success.
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